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Cleveland Orchestra’s Fridays @ 7 — after party
to feature Brazilian Carnival music by Kenia

by Mike Telin
 

Brazilian vocal sensation Kenia wants to remind 
audiences of one thing about Friday’s Cleveland 
Orchestra Friday’s @ 7 post-concert: “Remember 
to bring your dancing shoes,” she exclaimed. 
“People should expect to take a little trip to Brazil 
and I’d love it if they would close their eyes and 

Carnival.”  
 
On Friday, April 11 in Severance Hall, The 
Cleveland Orchestra continues its popular Fridays 
@ 7 series. The evening begins at 6:00 pm with a 
Pre-Concert in Reinberger Hall featuring Classi-
cal Indian Music with Steven Gorn, bansuri bam-

 and Samir Chatterjee, tabla. At 7:00 
pm, Giancarlo Guerrero leads the Orchestra in a 

Classical Symphony and Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto 
No. 3 with Yuja Wang as soloist. Then, on to Festa Brasileira…Carnival!  
 
“The show is all about revisiting Carnival from the 1940’s and 50’s,” Kenia told us dur-
ing a recent telephone conversation. We’ll be playing some of the marches and some of 
the sambas from those days. It’s away from the bossa nova but something new, exciting 
and very upbeat.” 
 
Kenia will also be joined by some of her favorite collaborators. “The guys in the band are 
musicians that I have played with many times. Trombonist Jay Ashby, who teaches at 
Oberlin, is going to be leading us. Klaus Mueller, who’s based in New York, is a fabulous 
piano player, and Adriano Santos will be on drums — we’ve done a million gigs together. 
The bassist, Kipp Reed, who is from Cleveland, I’ve also played with for a million years. 
And with Lucas Ashby and Marcus Santos on percussion it’s going to be great! It’s a 
good bunch of guys and we’re really excited about it.”  
 
I asked Kenia why she thinks Brazilian music always seems to put people in a good 
mood? What about the music is so uplifting? “As a native Brazilian and having grown up 
with the music, I think that is a question I should be asking you! Again, I grew up with it, 
and it is uplifting to me.  But my fear is that if you over intellectualize too much, in my 



mind it can become a little too academic. And it loses the magic in a way. But you’re 
right, there is something there.”  
 
After more conversation Kenia said she believes that something has to do with the mu-
sic’s pulse. “The pulse to me feels like it beats along with your heart and puts everything 
in sync. And because of that, your heart kind of settles. That’s my impression. But techni-
cally, I really don’t know what it is. It transports me and it’s great to know that it trans-
ports others as well. And I believe that that’s what music is about. It’s a healing thing.” 
 
Born in a suburb of Rio de Janeiro, Kenia began 
girls and we were all musically inclined. We took piano lessons and played guitar, so I 
grew up with music. But I started singing in church with a youth group and I really loved 
it. I also had a couple of very close friends and we would get together after school and 
grab the guitar and sing a few songs.”  
 
Kenia also recalled her days of singing with her high school friends at festivals. “This 
was back in the early 1970’s when the music festivals were very big in Brazil. And on a 
much smaller level the high schools also ran festivals. I participated in several of them, 
singing compositions by some of the people I went to school with. It’s interesting because 
from that group almost all of us ended up going into the music business, some in the busi-
ness end and some as musicians. I haven’t thought about that for a while, but yes, most of 
us stayed with it.”  
 
After spending time in the recording end of the business, Kenia eventually made to deci-
sion to pursue her own singing career. And although she knew many producers, “to them, 
I would always be the secretary who decided to sing. And forever it would have been like 
that.” I had been an exchange student in the United States and had a wonderful family—
in fact to this day we are still close. So I gave them a call and told them my time had 
come, and can I crash there for a few days? Obviously they welcomed me back.” Soon 
after arriving in the New York City area Kenia quickly connected with other Brazilian 
musicians and as she said, “the rest is history.” 
 
Now based in Pittsburgh, Kenia owns her own record label and entertainment company, 
Mooka Entertainment. “It’s a lot of fun. We do a lot of educational and cultural events as 
well. It’s an engaging thing for me to do.”
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